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ALVIN® Bulldog Clip
ALVIN® 3-Ring Binders
Three ring 1" polypropylene notebook binders
have heavy-duty 3-ring binder mechanism and
handy inside cover pocket. Safe for all printed
materials. Acid-free, archival quality, lasts three
times longer than vinyl. Stain and water resistant.
Sold as a 6-pack assortment, two each of Blue,
Red, and Green.

No. ANB10

SRP $26.00 bx

Heavy 3" spring clips with easy grip handles.
Useful for fastening papers which are too thick
for paper clips.

ALVIN® Binder Clips
Made of tempered spring steel with sturdy wire
handles that can remain upright for hanging or
fold flat against the clipped material for storage.
Permanent binding is accomplished by removing
handles. Offered in three sizes. 12-pack.
No.
20107
50155
100260

Size/Width
3/4"
1¼"
2"

No. BCLIP

SRP $1.39 ea

SRP
$1.55 bx
2.75 bx
7.35 bx

PENTEL® Presto!™ Jumbo
Fine Point Correction Pen
Fine point metal tip applicator with mess-proof,
easy-squeeze barrel. Use on ball point and
rollerball pen ink, felt tip markers, photocopies,
and computer printouts.

No. ZL31-W

SRP $4.00 ea

ALVIN® Dual Pocket Envelopes
Attractive two-pocket, two color, 9¼" x 13¼"
envelopes with snap button. Made of durable
polypropylene for long lasting use. Safe for all
printed materials. Acid-free, archival quality.
Sold as a 6-pack assortment, two each of Blue,
Red, and Green.

No. ALEA

SRP $7.50 pk

Multi-purpose correction tape works on
handwritten, typed, photocopied, and fax
documents. Single line corrections. Acid free
formula. Blister-carded.

No. ZT35

ALVIN®
Dual Pocket Envelope Display
Size: 14"W x 18½"H x 3"D
Contents: Six 6-packs, 3 colors
No. ALE60D

SRP $45.00

PENTEL® Presto!™
Jumbo Correction Pen Display

PENTEL® Presto!™
Correction Tape

No. ZLM31-3D

SRP $144.00

SRP $3.20 ea

New

PENTEL® Presto!™
Pocket Correction Pen

SANFORD® Fast Dry Liquid Paper®

Correcting fluid dries quickly and leaves no brush
marks. Pinpoint applicator makes corrections in
tightest of spots.

No. ZLM21-W

Size: 6"W x 4½"H x 6"D
Contents: 36 pieces No. ZL31-W

SRP $3.20 ea

Fast-drying fluid with excellent coverage. Corrects
ballpoint pen, gel, rollerball, and most marker
inks. Comes with classic brush applicator.
Blister-carded.

No. SN5640415

SRP $2.12 ea
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TOMBOW® WideTrac® Correction Tape

S

Easy to hold and use with compact applicator in
fun, fashionable colors. Extra wide for correcting
handwritten notes with a single strip. Exactly
corrects within lines of wide ruled notebook paper.
1/3" x 236". Assorted colors.

No. 68616

SRP $1.98 ea

STANLEY-BOSTITCH® Light-Duty
Sharpshooter™ Tacker
Perfect for everyday stapling needs around the
home or office. Also good for stretching canvas.
Lightweight with convenient handle lock. Includes
quick clear mechanism with chrome-plated steel
construction. Uses Stanley Sharpshooter™ lightduty staples. Blister-carded.
No.
TR45
TRA204
TRA205

Description
Tacker
1/4" refills, 1000/box
5/16" refills, 1000/box

-B

®
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Full Strip Staplers

Quality engineering backed by the durability
of an all-steel design are among the most important
features of this tough performer. The pusher
automatically retracts for easy loading of 210
staples. Additional features include full rubber base
pad, rotating clincher for stapling or pinning option,
staple supply indicator, and capability to be used for
tacking. Black.
No.
B515-BK
SBS191

Description
Stapler
Std. staples, 5000/box

SRP
$9.99 ea
1.89 bx

SRP
$25.49 ea
3.59 bx
3.59 bx

TOMBOW® MONO®
Wide Correction Tape
50% wider than standard coverage for handwritten
notes and wide ruled paper. Side application for
accurate placement. Rewinding knob for tape
adjustment. Non-refillable, white. 1/4" x 394".

No. 68663

SRP $4.10 ea
®
S
-B
Heavy-Duty Stapler
®
S
-B
Long Reach Stapler

ALVIN® 3-Hole Paper Punch
Steel construction enables a clean punch through
12 sheets of 16 lb. paper. Adjustable for 2- or
3-hole. Comes with paper guide and rear chip tray.

No. 00780

High quality and versatility are among the many
features that make this all-metal 12" long reach
stapler an exceptional value. The stay-back
pusher allows for convenient loading of a full strip
of standard or metric staples. The floating core
prevents staple jams and the power spring
ensures rugged handling. An adjustable paper
stop features both English and metric rulers for
maximum convenience.

No. B440-LR

Maximum capacity 150 sheets (16 lb. paper). All
metal design with padded base. Easy rear staple
loading. Adjustable paper stop with English and
metric rulers.
No.
B310-HDS
SB35-1/4
SB35-3/8
SB35-5/8

Description
Stapler
1/4" staples, 1000/box
3/8" staples, 1000/box
5/8" staples, 1000/box

SRP
$53.99 ea
5.79 bx
6.19 bx
7.49 bx

SRP $46.99 ea

SRP $14.50 ea

®
S
-B
Contemporary Staple Remover

GENERAL® Revolving Punch Plier
Spring tension, self-opening tool for punching
round holes in leather, plastic, rubber, canvas,
cardboard, and similar materials. Made of plated
steel with six tapered and hollow, hardened steel
punches. Blister-carded.

No. G72

SRP $16.50 ea

Push-style staple remover smoothly lifts staples
out of paper without tearing. Staple grabber
eliminates loose staples and is faster than pinch
removers. Black.

®
S
-B
Classic Desktop Stapler

No. 40000

Automatic pullback for easy top loading. Adjustable
clincher. Takes standard staples and has supply
indicator. Fully padded base. Black.
No.
B440-BK
SBS191

Description
Stapler
Std. staples, 5000/box

SRP
$15.99 ea
1.89 bx

SRP $4.79 ea
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Stanley-Bostitch® Electric Staplers
Low staple supply indicator light. Optical sensor
firing mechanism. Uses standard staples. Easy
push button reloading. Six foot long power cord for
extra reach. Works smoothly on 2 to 20 sheets of
paper. Rubber feet protect desktops. UL listed. Two
year limited warranty.
No.
02011
02210

Description
Putty
Black

SRP
$84.29 ea
84.29 ea

SWINGLINE®
Heavy-Duty Stapler
Enjoy greater capacity with this solid and reliable
heavy-duty stapler. Powerfully staples up to 160
sheets of 20 lb. paper for added project efficiency.
Durable all-metal working components. Full 2¾"
throat depth for flexibility and control. Soft touch
materials for stapling comfort. Uses Swingline®
Series 353 heavy-duty staples: 3/8", 1/2", and 3/4"
leg lengths. Limited lifetime warranty.

No. A39002

SRP $78.38 ea

ELMER’S®
Press Less Rapid Stapler
Elegant and functional design with solid steel
construction. Patent-pending SuperFlatClinch™
technology allows the staple to lie flatter, resulting
in 40% smaller paper stacks. Noiseless. Features
include Press Less technology, a full rubber base
for perfect precision, and 30-sheet capacity. Uses
standard staples. Black.
No.
73223
SBS191

Description
Stapler
Std. staples, 5000/box

SRP
$38.72 ea
1.89 bx

3/4"
1/2"
3/8"

SWINGLINE® Optima™ PowerEase™
Reduced Effort Staplers
Patented design reduces operating force by up to
70%. Precision performance for stapling 2 to 25
sheets of paper. Guaranteed jam free, from the
first staple on the strip to the last, when used with
Swingline® S.F.® 4® Premium Staples. Innovative,
Quickload™ magazine release simplifies staple
loading. Strips of 210 staples are quickly and
easily loaded at the front of the stapler. Features
durable metal construction and soft grip surfaces.
For desktop or handheld use. 100% performance
guarantee. Black. Limited lifetime warranty.

No. A87850

Swingline® quality heavy-duty staple. Sharp
chisel point allows easy penetration and reduces
jamming. 100 staples per strip. Available in varied
leg lengths: 3/8", 1/2", 3/4". 1000 staples per box.
Adaptable in all heavy-duty staplers.
No.
A35312
A35318
A35319

Description
1/2" leg length
3/8" leg length
3/4" leg length

SRP
$6.88 bx
6.25 bx
9.40 bx

The ultimate Swingline® staple performance for
standard staplers. Industry leader with 75% fewer
misforms than competitive staples. Precision
engineered chisel point offers superior paper
penetration with minimal jamming. 210 staples
per strip. Durable, reusable storage case. 1/4" leg
length. 5,000 staples per box.

SRP $3.82 bx

ELMER’S®
Rapid Stapler Supreme
Elegant and functional design with solid steel
construction. Patent-pending SuperFlatClinch™
technology allows the staple to lie flatter, resulting
in 40% smaller paper stacks. Features include a
full rubber base, low staple indicator, and
30-sheet capacity. Uses standard staples. Black.
No.
73220
SBS191

SRP $38.49 ea

SWINGLINE® S.F.® 4® Premium Staples

No. A35450

SWINGLINE® Heavy-Duty Staples

Description
Stapler
Std. staples, 5000/box

SRP
$23.33 ea
1.89 bx

ELMER’S®
Heavy-Duty Rapid Stapler
Commercial, professional grade stapler has a
25-sheet capacity and uses standard staples.
Features include a fast and easy loading system,
anti-jam construction, adjustable throat depth,
easy cleaning, and low staple indicator.
No.
73159
SBS191

Description
Black
Std. staples, 5000/box

SRP
$36.99 ea
1.89 bx

ELMER’S® Plier Stapler
Features clean, simple lines and heavy chrome
finish making this all-steel plier stapler as goodlooking as it is durable. Quick, efficient loading.
Takes a full strip of 210 standard staples.
Easy to operate.

No. FC11

SRP $35.43 ea
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VELCRO®
Sticky Back® Tape
Built-in dispensers.
Complete flexibility
provides exact length
for each project. Black,
15' x 3/4" wide.

No. V90081
SRP $31.00 ea

ELMER’S®
Compact 3-Ring Punch
This durable plastic binder punch features
reinforced metal binder holes, five sheet capacity,
and a 10" ruler. Fits 3-ring binders and stores
punched out holes. Available in three colors,
Raspberry, Kiwi, and Blue Ice.

No. 1520

SRP $4.40 ea

VELCRO®
Sticky Back® Strips
Perfect for hanging decorations or
light tools where nail holes aren’t
desirable. Four sets per box.
3½" x 3/4" wide.
No.
V90075
V90076

Description SRP
Black
$3.25 pk
White
3.25 pk

ALVIN® Magnets
Strong magnets with
an easy-grip design.
Quick positioning
and removal. Use in
home, school, and
office. Package of nine
magnets in three sizes.

FALCON® Dust-Off®
100% ozone safe. This pressurized duster is an
effective dust and lint remover and is moisture free.
For use with computers, monitors, laser printers,
fax machines, copiers, keyboards, A/V equipment,
CDs, desktops, and picture framing. Nozzle rotates
360° with 180° vertical orientation allowing user to
keep duster upright while cleaning difficult to
reach areas.
No.
DPSXL
DPSJMB

VELCRO®
Sticky Back®
Industrial Tape

DPSXL

DPSJMB

Description
Disposable, 10 oz.
Jumbo, 17 oz.

SRP
$12.25 ea
19.95 ea

Built-in dispensers.
Complete flexibility
provides exact length
for each project.
Heavy duty. Black,
15' x 2" wide.

No. MAG9
SRP $6.25 pk

No. V90197

SRP $51.50 ea

VELCRO®
Sticky Back® Coins
3/4" diameter circles. Ideal
for small jobs and craft
projects. 40 sets/box.

GENERAL TOOL
Flexible Magnetic Strip
®

Strip with adhesive backing adheres to most
smooth surfaces and holds small metal objects.
Cuts to desired length with scissors or knife. 1/16"
thick. 1" wide x 10 ft. roll. Blister-carded.

No. G369

Kiss-Off™ Stain Remover

No. V90139
SRP $9.25 pk

An innovative on-the-spot stain remover in a
convenient 7 oz. propel/repel tube. Instantly
removes stains of lipstick, makeup, blood, inks, oil,
wine, grass, etc. When mixed with water, it’s ideal
for removing ink or marker stains from whiteboards
or white-finish drawing boards. Blister-carded.

SRP $17.50 ea

No. K100

SRP $4.59 ea

GENERAL®
Tweezer Set

3M
Post-it®
Notes
Self-stick,
removable Post-it®
Notes are perfect
for jotting down notes and reminders. 100 sheets
per pad, in canary yellow.
No.
653
654
655

Description
1½" x 2", 12-pack
3" x 3"
3" x 5"

SRP
$8.50 pk
1.70 ea
2.20 ea

Includes six nickelplated tweezers for
home and industrial
use. Excellent for tool
makers, repairmen,
assemblers, assembly
repairs, and servicing.
Set contains one
each of 4½" sharp,
6" blunt, 6½" slide lock blunt, 6½" blunt serrated
self closing, 6½" curved, and 6½" long straight.
Packaged in a clear vinyl pouch.

No. GC421

SRP $55.75 st

GENERAL’S®
Kiss-Off™
Stain Remover Display
Size: 7"W x 7"H x 6"D
Contents: 24 Pieces No. K100
No. K136D

SRP $110.16
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Map Measurer
Traces a route on a car map by means of a small
wheel on the base of the measurer, which can be
read off in miles or kilometers. Can also be used to
read off inches and mm on a map or
blueprint drawing.

No. S643

SRP $6.50 ea

BP101

New

104

ALVIN® Dome Magnifiers
Round, dome-shape increases illumination, simply
place it on item. Provides brilliant optical clarity
and 2x magnification of maps, photos, text.

AMODEX®
Ink & Stain Remover
Miracle stain remover works on
all inks and is recommended
10021
by Sanford® to remove Sharpie®
and Expo® from clothing, carpeting, furniture, and
surfaces including DVD/CDs, smartboards, and
whiteboards. Unique, non-toxic cream formula is
available in convenient 1 oz., 1/2 oz. travel, and
4 oz. economy size.
No.
BP101
10021
104

Description
1 oz. size
1/2 oz. travel size
4 oz. economy size

SRP
$6.99 ea
7.00 ea
12.50 ea

No.
623
626

Size
2"
2½"

SRP
$15.50 ea
19.50 ea

New

GAGNE
Porta-Scope Digital Microscope
Easy-to-use hand-held digital microscope features
USB interface and high resolution magnification
from 10x to 200x. Six white LED lights can be
adjusted with a control wheel. Microtouch Shutter
for convenient image capture. Includes software for
PC and adjustable stand. Ideal for detailed repair,
assembly and quality control, viewing slides and
negatives, and hobbies.

No. PS4029

SRP $300.00 ea

New
ALVIN® Lighted Clip Magnifiers
Features two LED illuminating lamps, a clip, and
an on/off switch. Flexible tube allows lamp to be
angled in many positions. Frameless lens design
gives a wide field of vision. Lens height and
position are adjustable. Ideal for use with fine work
such as coins, jewelry, stamps, and embroidery.
4x/2x magnification. Includes three LR1130
batteries. Silver.

ULDM

AMODEX®
Ink & Stain Remover Display
Size: 5¾"W x 7¼"H x 8"D
Contents: 6 pieces No. BP101
No. BP101D

No.
ML2
ML35

SRP $41.94

ULDM2

Size: 5¼"W x 7¾"H x 4¼"D
Contents: 8 Pieces No. 10021
No. 10021D

SRP $56.00

This solid acrylic dome magnifier offers optical
clarity by gathering light. Glides effortlessly across
any surface for ease of use. View magnified
objects from any distance. Multiple people can
view the subject at the same time. Can be used
in viewing maps, charts, fine print, stamps, coins,
photographs, and even X-rays.
No.
ULDM
ULDM2
ULDM3BX

Description
2", 4x
2½", 4x, boxed
with polishing cloth
3", 4x, boxed
with polishing cloth

SRP
$19.95 ea
24.95 ea

DAYLIGHT™
Colored
Flexilens
on Mini-Clip

ULTRAOPTIX® UltraDome®
Self Focus Magnifier

AMODEX®
Ink & Stain Remover Display

Description
3"/75mm lens diameter
3½"/90mm lens diameter

SRP
$13.50 ea
25.00 ea
35.00 ea

Ideal for clamping
onto work
surfaces up to 1"
thick. Provides
magnification right
where it’s needed.
Rimless lens gives
a comfortable
uninterrupted view. 7" flexiarm. Available in black
and orange. Main lens has 3½" diameter and 2.25x
magnification (5-diopter). Insert lens has 3/4"
diameter and 4.0x magnification (12-diopter).
No.
U91101
U91105

Description
Black
Orange

SRP
$29.99 ea
29.99 ea
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New
ALVIN®
5x Linen Tester
Distortion-free,
aspheric acrylic 27mm
diameter lens with
5x enlargement.
Plastic housing
contains measuring
scale. Open size is
21⁄16"x 19⁄16" x 23⁄32".

No. CG5X

ULTRAOPTIX
Hands-Free
Lighted Magnifier
®

Comfortable, over-the-neck adjustable lanyard
allows for hands-free lighted magnification while
reading or enjoying hobbies and crafts. The 2.5x,
4" lens comes with a 6x bifocal lens. Uses two AA
batteries (not included).

No. SV410BX

SRP $20.00 ea

New
ALVIN®
Linen Tester
SRP $14.50 ea

New

1" linen tester
base opening.
Features 6x magnification, metal frame, and
double lens. Includes PVC case.

No. C1584

SRP $21.50 ea

ALVIN®
6x Linen Tester
28mm diameter
glass lens with 6x
enlargement. Solid
metal housing
contains measuring
scale. Includes
rubberized protective
case. Open size is
21⁄16" x 1½" x 21⁄16".

No. CG6X

Linen Testers
Dull black, anodized
finish brass folding
linen tester. Inside edge
of base white filled.
Graduations 1/8" apart.
Includes case.

SRP $36.25 ea

No.
S385
S387

S387

Description
1/2" x 1/2", 8x
1" x 1", 5x

SRP
$17.50 ea
17.55 ea

New

ALVIN® Round Folding Magnifier
6x magnification 23⁄8" lens folds into handle for
protection. Lens made of water-clear optical grade
glass. Convenient pocket size.

No. MAGF6

SRP $1.79 ea

ALVIN®
7x Linen Tester
Distortion-free, aspheric
acrylic 18mm diameter
lens with 7x enlargement.
Plastic housing includes
measuring scale. Open size is 1½" x 1" x 1½".

No. CG7X

SRP $11.50 ea

New

4" Folding Square Magnifier

ALVIN®
8x LED
Linen Tester

New
ALVIN® Double Acrylic Lens Loupe
Pre-focused dual lenses. Acrylic base allows
ambient light to illuminate the object for bright,
clear viewing. Perfect for examining insects, plants,
maps, and books. 10mm x 30mm

No. L01

Double Loupe
Features 4x power lenses
in a two-piece mount.
Lower lens has 1" diameter.
Upper lens has 3/4"
diameter. When screwed
into lower part, it affords a
magnification of 12x.

No. S442
SRP $8.63 ea

SRP $4.50 ea

Giant folding magnifier stands 7¼" high with a 4"
lens to provide an enormous viewing area. Leaves
both hands free. 3.5x magnification is ideal for
maps, stamps, coins, and all hobbies. Individually
packaged in a full-color gift box.

Plastic 24mm
diameter lens with
8x enlargement and
LED light. Plastic
housing contains
measuring scale on
stand base. Open size
is 111⁄16" x 23⁄16" x 23⁄16".

No. CG8X

No. S386

SRP $23.75 ea

SRP $17.50 ea

New
ALVIN®
Lighted Linen
Tester

New

Lighted linen tester
is great for stamp
collectors, jewelers,
map readers, watch
repair, students, and
more. 8mm x 22mm.
Battery included.

No. ML8

ALVIN®
Magnifier Tweezer
Great for threading, sewing, beading, and detail
work. Black, with adjustable arms. 25mm diameter,
10 cm long.
SRP $7.25 ea

No. ET57

SRP $4.50 ea
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New

Pocket
Loupe

ALVIN® Triplet Loupe

1¼" diameter loupe with two 4x power lenses. Use
both lenses together for 8x magnifications. Slides into
hard self-case. Individually boxed.

No. S421

SRP $7.50 ea

Highly recommended where greater magnification
is required. Made of three lenses cemented
together, achromatic. 10x magnification. Includes
leatherette case.

No. C813

SRP $39.00 ea

New
ALVIN® Lighted Magnifier with Case
Handheld 6x power magnifying glass with eight
LED lights. Brushed stainless frame is 8" long and
2" in diameter. Includes carry case. Uses two AA
batteries (included).

ALVIN®
Pocket
Magnifier
Features two optically ground and polished 5x
lenses, each approximately 1" diameter. Folds into
oval-shaped non-magnetic black plastic base. Use
both lenses together for 10x magnifications.

No. 7778B

No. C2498

ALVIN®
Round
Magnifying
Glasses

SRP $7.00 ea

High-powered,
fine quality ground
lenses made to
rigid specifications.
Polished metal rim and
black plastic handle.
Individually boxed.
No.
7761A
7761B
7761C
7761D

Lens
Size
2½"
3"
3½"
4"

Focus
6"
6"
8"
8"

Power SRP
2.5x
$10.50 ea
2x
12.95 ea
2x
15.95 ea
2x
18.95 ea

No. 7776

SRP $38.50 ea

C792

ALVIN®
Rectangular
Magnifying
Glass

Work
Distance
14"
10"
7"

SRP
$17.25 ea
17.25 ea
17.25 ea

SRP $26.50 ea

ALVIN®
3" Round
2x Reducing
Glass

C794

New
ALVIN® Doublet Loupes
Doublet loupes in nickel-plated frame which slides
into the nickle-plated brass body.
No.
C792
C794

		
No.
Magnification
7744
1.75x
7745
2.50x
7747
2.75x

Wide-vision
reading glass
with frame, highly
polished ground
lens, tarnishresistant rim,
and black handle.
2" x 4", 2x power lens.

No. 7772B

ALVIN®
3-D Binocular Magnifiers
with Adjustable Headband
Precision-ground and polished prismatic lenses
of scratch-resistant plastic, designed to converge
in different focal lengths. Worn on the head with
an adjustable soft plastic headband, for handsfree work. Protects eyes and forehead to reduce
chance of accident. Lessens tension, strain, and
fatigue. May be worn over prescription glasses.
Lens frame flips up for normal vision.

ALVIN®
Folding Metal Case Magnifier
Polished achromatic 10x lens folds into a
non-tarnishing protective metal frame. Range of
concentrated magnification for use by jewelers,
geologists, engravers, etc. Individually boxed.

SRP $36.95 ea

Description
10x magnification, with case
16x magnification

SRP
$6.95 ea
8.50 ea

Ideal for ad agencies
or commercial art
studios. Fine quality
optically ground and
polished 2x reducing
lens, mounted in a
polished metal rim
with a sturdy
plastic handle.

No. 7773
SRP $16.50 ea

New
ALVIN®
Rubber Coated Binocular with Case
Wide angle binocular is covered in black rubber for
extra protection from the outdoors. Field of view is
372 feet at 1,000 yards. Rubber eyecups. carrying
case included.

No. C5795

SRP $21.50 ea
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ULTRAOPTIX®
Clear Magnifier
A 2x magnifier with
a 6x bifocal insert
housed in a cutting
edge design with a
2" x 4" scratch
resistant lens.
Great for books,
directories, and all
reading material.

No. UO24C
SRP $11.49 ea

ULTRAOPTIX®
General Purpose Magnifiers
High power optical quality magnifiers. Lightweight,
easy grip, molded one-piece frame. Scratch
resistant and unbreakable. Bifocal lens for stronger
magnification and greater detail. Blister-carded.
No.
SV2P
SV3P
SV4P
SVXP
SV5P

Lens Diameter/Power
2", 3x
3", 2.5x with 6x bifocal insert
4", 2x with 6x bifocal insert
2" x 4", 2x with 6x bifocal insert
5", 2.5x with 6x bifocal insert

SRP
$5.99 ea
8.39 ea
14.19 ea
13.69 ea
20.99 ea

No. SV-7CAD

SRP $126.78

3" clear magnifier with
2x magnification, a 6x
bifocal insert, and a
scratch resistant lens.
Terrific for reading stock
listings, books, and all
reading material.

ULTRAOPTIX®
3.5" Frameless
Lighted Magnifier
Features two bright white
LED lights with easy on/
off switch, 2.5x power
lens, 4x power bifocal
lens, and an ergonomic
rubberized handle.
Requires two AAA
batteries (not included).

No. SVRLED
SRP $19.99 ea

ULTRAOPTIX® Lighted 5" Magnifier
Jumbo 5" lighted magnifier with full view 2.5x
power lens and 6x power bifocal insert. Great for
readers and crafters. Requires two AA batteries
(not included).

No. SV5LBX

SRP $21.99 ea

ULTRAOPTIX®
LED Rectangular Magnifier
2" x 3", 3x power lens with new strong
LED light technology to provide over
100,000 hours of long life. Button cell
batteries and pouch included. Gift-boxed.

No. SV23LEDP

SRP $25.00 ea

Optical quality 4x
magnifier with an
unbreakable, scratchresistant lens. Brilliant
LED light for reading in dark or low light areas.
Requires three AAA batteries (not included).

SRP $12.99 ea

ULTRAOPTIX®
Clear Magnifier

New

Size: 10"W x 18"H x 6½"D
Contents: 12 Assorted magnifiers

ULTRAOPTIX®
3" Round
Lighted Magnifier

No. SV3LPLED

No. UO3C
SRP $11.49 ea

ULTRAOPTIX®
Magnifier Display

New

ULTRAOPTIX®
Lighted LED
Wallet Lens
2x magnifier
with a 6x bifocal
insert. Includes a
super bright LED
light. Features
replacement
button cell battery,
easy on/off button,
ultra slim and
lightweight design,
and storage pouch.

No. WLLED

ULTRAOPTIX®
Hard Page Lens
8½" x 11" magnifying.
Unbreakable and
scratch resistant.
Good for reading
small print in
contracts, diagrams,
layouts, stock listings,
maps, and charts.
Optical grade lens
packaged in individual
gift sleeve.

No. HL-PH
SRP $8.99 ea

New
ULTRAOPTIX®
Pocket Magnifier

ULTRAOPTIX®
Flex-Light

Pocket-sized, optical
quality 7x magnifier
features an unbreakable,
scratch-resistant, 1½"
lens and brilliant LED
light. Requires three AAA
batteries (not included).

Flexible booklight can
be used at home, the
office, in the car, or
anywhere. It has a
super bright LED light.
Simply clip to attach,
flex to adjust, and
click to turn on.

No. SV2LPLED
SRP $6.99 ea

No. EZFLEX
SRP $10.49 ea

SRP $11.49 ea
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ARTOGRAPH®
Super Prism™ & Prism™ Projectors

ARTOGRAPH®
DesignMaster® 2 Projector

ARTOGRAPH
DesignMaster®
Projector
®

Comes equipped with an adjustable vertical stand
that easily clamps to any tabletop up to 2" thick.
Original designs and patterns up to 6" x 6" can be
projected onto a tabletop from 70% reduction to 4x
enlargement for fast and easy tracing. Removed
from the stand, it will enlarge up to 30 times onto
a wall or canvas for producing murals, banners,
signs, or any large graphic. Features a 7½" x
9" copyboard (image seen is 6" x 6"), 250 watt
photo lamp for a whiter, brighter image (included),
200mm lens, and cooling fan. 115v, 2.5 amps, UL
approved. 5-year warranty. 13 lbs.

No. 225-323

Features 500 watts of photo-quality lighting (two
250 watt photo bulbs) and a reversible 200mm
ground optical glass lens for accurate image size
and proportion. The sturdy, spring-loaded stand
allows for easy height adjustment and steady
image projection, attaches to any tabletop up to
2" thick. On a tabletop, it enlarges up to 3 times
original size and up to 30 times on a wall or
canvas. 7½" x 12" copyboard, with two magnets to
hold copy securely within the 6" x 6" copy area. A
micro-switch conveniently turns off the lamps when
the door is opened. 115v, 2.5 amps, UL approved.
Cooling fan included. 5-year warranty. 17 lbs.

No. 225-322

SRP $419.99 ea

SRP $259.99 ea

Increased performance and special features make
scaling artwork and designs faster and easier than
ever before. The general purpose Prism™ projector
is ideal for projecting all varieties of high contrast
art, patterns, and designs. It features an optically
ground 200mm lens that enlarges up to 20 times
and reduces down to 80%. The Super Prism™ is
perfectly designed for excellent image clarity and
accuracy. Featuring two lenses: the Super Lens
(240mm) is a three-element color-corrected lens
for extra sharp images from challenging originals,
such as photographs or highly detailed designs.
This precision ground lens offers enlargement
from 3x to 20x the original size. The accessory
lens adds reduction capabilities down to 80%.
Both projectors feature an exclusive 7" x 7"
glass top-loading area with removable cover that
accommodates most copy including oversized
artwork, books, and 3-D objects. Illuminated by
two 250 watt photo bulbs for a whiter, brighter
image (included). Fan cooled and thermally
protected to keep originals cooler. 115v, 2.5 amps,
UL approved, 5-year warranty. 11lbs. (Prism),
12lbs. (Super).
No.
225-090
225-190
225-359

Description
Prism
Super Prism
Mobile Floor Stand

SRP
$274.99 ea
399.99 ea
174.99 ea

ARTOGRAPH® Tracer Projector
ARTOGRAPH® Tracer Jr. Projector
Ideal for the beginning artist or crafter. Art, designs,
or patterns can be enlarged up to 10x onto a wall,
easel, or other vertical surface for quick and easy
tracing, drawing, and viewing. Create murals,
signs, paintings, and more. Features an energy
efficient 8000-hour fluorescent lamp (included) that
produces a whiter, brighter image with low heat
and uses only 23 watts of energy. Please note: The
fluorescent lamp will not fit earlier Tracer Jr. models.
No set up necessary and simple to operate.
Darkened room required. Recommended for ages
12 and up. 5-year warranty.

No. 225-380

SRP $49.99 ea

This is the perfect basic projector for the artist
and crafter. The Tracer easily enlarges any design
or pattern from a 5" x 5" copy area onto a wall or
easel from 2x to 14x enlargement. Projected image
can be easily traced and colored as desired. No
set up necessary and simple to operate. Features
energy efficient 8000-hour fluorescent lamp
(included) that produces a whiter, clearer image
with low heat and uses only 20 watts of energy.
UL approved, 5-year warranty.

No. 225-360

SRP $94.99 ea

ARTOGRAPH®
Mobile Projector Floor Stand
Versatile and convenient to use. Featuring a
sturdy five-spoke base with lockable rolling casters
mounted to an adjustable aluminum column. The
stand incorporates a 12" x 15" platform that will
accommodate most Artograph® projectors, as well
as many other opaque and slide projectors. This
stand allows for 360° rotation and 15° of tilt from
front to back. Adjusts vertically from 3' to 4½' high.
5-year warranty.

No. 225-359

SRP $174.99 ea
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New
ARTOGRAPH® Designer™ Projector
A great choice for the intermediate artist and
crafter. A compact horizontal art projector, it is
ideal for projecting original images from its 6" x 6"
copy area onto a wall or canvas for easy tracing
and designing of murals, banners, signs, patterns,
or practically any design. A wide projection range
of 30x enlargement to 70% reduction will meet
most needs and is achieved with just one 200mm
reversible lens. Fan cooled and thermally protected.
Illuminated by a 250 watt photo lamp. 115v, 2.5
amps, 220/240v available, UL approved. 5-year
warranty. 9 lbs.

No. 225-354

ALVIN® Lensatic Compass
Lensatic liquid filled metal case with luminous
rotating dial. 2" diameter, black.

No. C733

SRP $11.25 ea

GBC®
Cork Panels
Press self-sticking panels in place to create a
customized bulletin board. Dark cork panels
absorb room noises and require no care. 3/8"
thick cork holds push pins firmly. 12" x 12" size.
Packaged 4/box.

No. QT101

SRP $24.95 bx

SRP $179.99 ea

New
ALVIN® Multi-Purpose Tool
All stainless, multi-purpose tool. Implements
include needlenose plier, blade, awl, small,
medium, and large screwdriver blades, bottle
opener, can opener, phillips head screwdriver, and
ruler/scaler. Includes belt pouch. 41⁄8" closed.

ALVIN® Whiteboard/Chalkboard
Drawing Sets

No. C801

SRP $8.59 ea

ALVIN® Push Pins

These oversized drawing tools are made of molded
yellow impact-resistant plastic with pads on the
reverse side for improved grip. All measurements
are printed in black type that can be seen easily.
All tools include an easy grip handle and come
with a sturdy black nylon carrying case. Set
includes 180° protractor measuring 10"h x 18"l,
45° triangle (10"h x 18"l), 60° triangle (10"h x 18"l),
40" inch/metric ruler with suction cup, 40" inch/
metric t-square with suction cup, and compass
that easily accommodates standard chalk and
the holder reverses to become a blackboard
pointer, whiteboard adapter accommodates large
whiteboard markers and larger chalk. Set of six,
packaged in a sturdy black nylon carrying case.

No. FAL125

Strong steel pin for inserting into even the
toughest surfaces. Needle point is 3/8" length.
100 per box.
No.
PP100-CL
PP100-MC

Color
Clear
Assorted

SRP
$2.95 bx
2.95 bx

Pocket Ref,
Third Edition by
Thomas J. Glover

SRP $112.00 st

Everyday Sketching and Drafting,
Second Edition,
by Beukema and Giachino
An introduction to drafting, with self-check
questions and drawing problems ranging from the
simple to the complex. Answer key and drawing
sheets included. 172 pages.

No. 9763

SRP $22.00 ea

Pocket size reference
with hundreds of
tables, maps, formulas,
constants, and
conversions. Some
of the areas covered
include automotive,
carpentry and
construction, chemistry,
physics, electrical,
computers and printers,
math, geology, and more. Index for information
access, 768 pages, softbound, illustrated.

No. PREF

SRP $17.50 ea
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New

MOORE Push-Pins

MOORE Thin-Pin™
An innovative and economical tool for bulletin
boards and walls. 3/8" point and 1/2" head are easy
to insert and remove. Can also be bent 90° to use
as a clip. 50 per pack.

No. M7-50-Z

SRP $0.95 pk

Strong steel points with durable aluminum
heads in three point lengths for hanging different
thicknesses of media.
No.
M3-20
M4-20
M5-20
M3-100
M4-100
M5-100

Description
3/8" point, 20-pack
1/2" point, 20-pack
5/8" point, 20-pack
3/8" point, 100/box
1/2" point, 100/box
5/8" point, 100/box

SRP
$2.25 pk
2.35 pk
2.50 pk
11.00 bx
11.15 bx
11.65 bx

MOORE Foamfast™ Hangers
The fastest and easiest way to hang foam board.
Prongs bite the back of the board. Repositionable
and removable. 4-pack.

No. M421

SRP $1.60 pk

MOORE Picture Mounts

MOORE Map Tacks

Self-sticking mounts are designed for attaching
lightweight items. The two-sided foam backed
adhesive sticks instantly to smooth, clean
surfaces. 4-pack.

An assortment of brightly colored spherical head
map tacks. 1/8" head, 5/16" point. 50 per pack.

No. M100A

SRP $2.79 pk
M481

No. M66

M1224

SRP $2.25 pk

MOORE Invis-A-Link™

In use

MOORE Adhesive Hangers
Plastic sawtooth hangers are ideal for lightweight
items such as posters, foam board, or plaques.
Four per pack.

No. M86

The practically invisible solution for hanging
multiple items into themed art groupings. One hook
in the wall and no need for a level! Hang multiple
pieces horizontally, vertically, and even diagonally.
Kit contains four each plus hanging hardware. Bulk
box contains 12 links and 24 screws.
No.
M481
M1224

Description
Kit
Bulk box

SRP
$4.40 kt
11.25 kt

Back view in use

MOORE Gallery Clips®
The economical way to frame artwork and
photography up to 26" x 26". 1set/pack.

SRP $2.50 pk

No. M477

SRP $5.60 st

Back view in use

MOORE Picture Hangers
MOORE Canvas Hangers
The fast and easy way to hang canvas without
screw eyes or picture wire. One per package.

Brass-plated steel picture hangers with tempered
steel Super Nail hold up to 30 lbs. Brass knurled
head makes nail removal easy. 3-pack.

No. M82

No. M226

SRP $1.75 st

SRP $1.69 pk

MOORE Clip-It™ Frame Clips
Frame canvas artwork into wooden frames quicker
and easier. No need for nails or brads. 4-pack.

No. MCL-4

SRP $1.60 pk

